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About This Game

Hello Survivor. After a long Lanparty you find yourself in a mysterious forest fighting to stay alive against monsters and
zombies. Explore, build, survive in this first person survival horror world.

Build, explore and survive in this terrifying first person survival horror simulator.
Key alpha features

Enter a living, breathing world, where every tree and rock can be chopped down.

Chop down trees to build a camp, or start a fire to keep warm. Scavenge food to keep yourself from starving.
Build a shelter however you want to keep yourself safe.

Explore and build during the day. The nights are dark, so use this time to sleep or craft new weapons and tools
Defend yourself against zombies, wild animals and other bad things in the dangerous forest.

Gamers Unknown Survival has been in development by a single person for a while, but now we need your feedback to make it
even better. Our vision for this game is a terrifying open world full of gameplay options and player freedom. We’ve come a long

way but still have a lot of features and improvements to make.

Here’s a small list of what we want to add at the early access:

Save Option - it´s Early access and we are testing this feature to make a perfect save system.
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New Weapons - We plan on adding new weapons and skins every month!

Map Expansion - Over time new areas will be added for you to explore including an underworld system.

More buildable items - More options in what you can construct and what’s available to use.

Craftable Items and Supplies - New items as well as craftable items/structures given more possibilities to create the
world around you.

New Creatures - With more Map Expansion, we plan to add more creatures to the world which in turn will bring new
fears and surprises.

Visual Improvements - Better Textures for the environment and items.New camps, Rock Formations, Mines to explore
and much more!

UI - Tweaks and polish.

Multiplayer - Everyone loves multiplayer, so let’s do it!
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Title: Gamers Unknown Survival
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
GCTV DevTeam
Publisher:
GamerCrewTV
Release Date: 10 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX®-compatible

Additional Notes: 32bit windows users need to ensure they have at least 4gb of ram usable on their system.

English
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Edit: 9th of April 2015:

Devs have legged it. Said they would release big news as of the 22 of March 2015, haven't released anything. The servers are
dead, the game is broken in more ways then one.

-THIS GAME NEEDS TO BE REMOVED and BANNED FROM STEAM-

Original Review:

I know this is Early Access...and I've only played 22 minutes (22 minutes too long) but give me a break. Read on and you'll
understand.

Went in thinking finall a new FPS that could be decent... came out thinking at least it didn't crash my computer, I guess. But yes
for now this a buggy generic FPS that has nothing unique about it and a two year old could have easily made this. With that said
here are the Pros and Cons:

Positives:

♦ Game name is good

Negatives:

♦ Not all achievements have a picture and description (How do we know how and why we got an achievment and why have an
achievement without a picutre? People like to showoff there achievement picutres...)
♦ Achievements are soo lame (You get one for opening the game once...)
♦ Player screen aka loadout screen doesn't work ( I tried to setup my player and got a massive gun overlay on the menu and
couldn't see the menu anymore)
♦ No Secondary Weapons on Player screen
♦ Menu doesn't fully work (Clicking options and Controls does nothing, Clicking Solo does nothing and Clicking Credits does
nothing)
♦ Clicking back on Server Select doesn't take you back (You have to click quit to get to Main Menu)
♦ Teams don't auto adjust in size
♦ Could only move with Scoreboard overlay open after Suiciding (This is annoying as you can't see anything)
♦ Controls are weird and no way to change them
♦ Tab is chat and not Scoreboard (Must hit esc to view Scoreboard)
♦ Control for some reason fires (This is just weird, why would you need it?)
♦ Grenades can't be auto thrown by pressing G (Must press 3 and click)
♦ Can't easily and quickly see your own Score
♦ Can't choose weapons
♦ Can't change player class during game (Recon, Assault, Engineer, Support ETC)
♦ Can't choose weapons or see class weapons
♦ Can't chat to team only (It's set to everyone which is bad for strategy)
♦ For some reason you can spawn in 3 ammo crates why?
♦ Ammo Crates you spawn in look like a 2 year old drew them (A Ball that turns into a Cyclinder that explodes into a Ball?)
♦ Only 2 maps
♦ No way of telling how long a PVP match has been going before you join it (You can join any PVP match even if the game is
1 kill away from finishing, this is annoying as you don't get to play)
♦ PVP Matches don't auto restart you must reshost them (As soon as a match is finished, you are taken back to the server
screen)
♦ No Minimap (Come on this is essential)
♦ Don't seem to be able to climb ladders (You can jump up them slowly via the jump but I'm not sure that's worth it and when I
tried to enter a tower via a ladder, I got stuck at the top)
♦ Grenades don't seem to have any explosion sound (They tick for about 3 seconds and then there is just fire where they
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exploded)
♦ Way to easy to dodge grenades (They have a loud ticking and take 3 seconds to explode...)
♦ Global Steam Leaderboards don't work
♦ Ingame players aren't called by their Steam name as shown on the Scoreboard (They are called numbers, which is annoying to
say the least)
♦ Players are not named ingame and no way to tell who they are (This is annoying for teamwork as everyone looks the same.
♦ No ingame voice chat
♦ Can Spawn Camp (This just pisses people off and turns the game into a rush spawn)

Overall, for a $5 Early Access game, I'd boycott it and never buy it unless they conciderably changed it. There is still a lot of
work that needs to happen if this is to even be playable and enjoyable to any extent. I'd say a two year old could make something
like this, essentially it's just a poorly drawn menu, multiplayer (With a few basic modes), some weapons and a map or two...
nothing that stands out or is unique. So yes, unless you want to play something that essentially just isn't enjoyable or doesn't have
anything going for it, waste $5... if not wait and see if this gets updated... if it doesn't improve then I'd recommend never buying
this.

On another note, answer me this:

Tell me if a game has a menu that has Controls, Solo and Credits... what do you expect to happen when you click them? You
guessed it nothing!

Also, you know a games♥♥♥♥♥♥when even the developers don't want to give themselves credit for it (Aka the credits don't
work). Definitely enjoying the fast gameplay immensely and the simplicity of the interface!!. This game is pretty similar to
triple town so I don't think the concept is original, but it doesn't feel as repetitive as I expected. boss fight, bonus stage, survival
mode and shop. I can guess this is a ported mobile app game, which I don't really like playing because most of casual games
bores me. but hey, this is pretty good and I'm surprised myself. I bought this as soon as it came out hoping this will be "LOLO
series (NES)" -ish. didn't watch the video, I was wrong but I don't regret the purchase, it's a good way to refresh your mind.

Graphics: 8.5
I respect the devs for its clean mixed 2d for gameplay visual and 3d menu. style is cute. for every detail, yes, I do notice them,
they are appreciated.

Sound: 6.5
Average, It's not something that you'll remember, not catchy, but also not something you'll hate.

Gameplay: 7
As I mentioned before, concept is not original but improvised in its own way so it's good. one of the casual games I'd like to
spend my time with. I had most fun with survival mode as the you don't need to say goodbye to your "evolved mammoth" every
level.

Customer Support: 10
Found a bug and reported it. was fixed 2 days later. best support I have ever experienced.

Overall rating: 8.0
This is a good game to refresh your mind.
One of the best casual games out there.. SPOILER SPOILER SPOILER:

I didnt know on the last level you could hop on the alien ship when u touch the flag so I had a tough time. But other than that, I
highly recommend this game. For some reason it was oddly satisfying.. I love this otome.

It's a classic example of I came for the setting and art but stayed for the story.
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There are at least 5 endings for every character route - 6 for Yune. That's... a lot more than the typical 2 or 3, meaning I felt a lot
more like my decisions made a difference to the story and were therefore all the more satisfying. Unlike Hakuoki or
Nightshade, it was more like Amnesia, where getting all of the other route endings was half the fun.

The main character was also a surprise. I expected a kind-hearted otome mc with the typical insecurities and baggage. What I
got was a well-trained, dutiful officer of the law, who is both confident in her blade, her moral direction, and herself.

This, coupled with great artwork, an industrial age setting, and superb voice acting made this an absolute pleasure to play.

My rating? 8/10. Just as awesome as the first, which is hard to be because the first one was great, this second installment has
great graphics, absolutely stunning illustrations, the voices of the characters are perfect, you have so many different "worlds"
throughout the single world of the game, it is seriously so interesting and so much fun. The puzzles and mini-games are just as
interesting and challenging, but not impossible. If you played the first one, you need to get this one too. If you haven't played the
first one, then buy this so it can download while you go play the first one. These are seriously great games.
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Can't load saved game.. This game is an extremely fun remake that i enjoy, not many people understand that there was once a
'Captain Forever'. I used to love that game, i played it every weekend and couldn't wait to get home from school to play it. There
are so many good things in this game from Custom Ships to Randomly Generated enemies.

PRO'S
- Custom Ships
- Leveling system
- Ability to upgrade
- Money
- STILL IN EARLY ACCESS :D
- Even when you get absolutely destroyed, if you still have your core you have a chance.
- Varying areas that get more difficult as you progress, Slightly like The binding of isaac.

CON'S
- You can go from being an absolute boss in one second.

Thats all!
Probably worth more like $10, but if you have $15 and this is the deciding review, Buy it like hell!. So, with a little persistence I
was finally able to start learning all the obscure systems of the Monster Hunter universe. I had tried 3 on the Wii U, and 4U on
the 3ds, but they just didn't click. Monster Hunter World completely drew me in, however, and has me hopelessly addicted.
Now all I can think about is chasing down giant beasties to loot them, to make better armor for bigger beasties. I enjoy this
game so much that I got Monster Hunter Generations Ultimate for the Switch, so I can Monster Hunt while I'm not Monster
Hunting.

It's really a great game, and works really, really well with the Steam controller. A must have for fans of ARPG's, or Souls-like
games.. Doodle God is an engaging way to while away the time while listening to a podcast or music. Beginning with four
elements, you must discover combinations to build your way from Earth, Air, Water, and Fire to Magic and Technology. The
later elements are somewhat difficult to devine, as you are not instructed what you're trying to create. It can lead to repeated
mindless clicking as you try to combine any and all elements available to you. Nevertheless, it kept my interest long enough to
work at completing the game, and some of the unexpected results of element combination were quite amusing.. This doesnt
work on the 8x4 chassis !. I'm going to give this one a qualified upvote. The graphics are well imagined, and the environments
aid in the suspension of disbelief. The gameplay, as it stands in early access is what you would expect for a colony management
game, but I have to say, that aside from a resource crunch now and then, I never really felt that my colony was on the brink of
disaster or that a wrong choice could spell ruin for my colonists.

The game is, of course, early access, but there still feels to be a lack of content. I am by no means a super gamer, able to chew
through a new game in mere minutes, but If you look at my play time, it accurately (as of the date of writing this) depicts how
long it took me to go from early tutorial to beating the campaign mode.

I'd like to see more planets and colonies both in the campaign and the free-play modes.

TLDR: Okay for early access. Needs more content. Good for 8 hours of diversion.. Bought this game a long time ago, and
decided to try it just now, the game crashes 100% of the time, upon completing the very 1st level (or even mid 1st level).

I've tried windowed mode - the same problem
There is an option for low-res textures - but turning off hi-res restarting the game and nothing happens in the settings.

For your comparsion, I have Win7 x64 (People say its only broken for Win10 no it's not)

This game is just broken now.

Reading the forums shown that a lot of people have the same problem after some point in 2015, with a lot of PopCap games(But
bejeweled and chuzzle seems working for me), and steam support does nothing but offers a refund (it been half a year since I
bought the game so I cant refund).
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Do not buy it unless you see any changes at the forum. Thumbs up to this review so other people won't repeat my mistake.. The
production values are pretty high, graphics look good and there are plenty of locations. But the story is a rather unintersting
murder mystery without even much of a mystery, as all the victims were more or less random anyway. The puzzles in this game
are also of the unlogical kind, e.g. use a mouse trap to splice an electric wire together or you run into situation where you need a
stick-like thing and have three in your invetory, but only one works. The game never manages to establish a proper flow and you
end up either trial&error through the puzzles or using the hint system, it's just not much fun to play.. I had a great time playing
this. My love interest rejected me, and I was no longer "whole". However I won the war, and felt like I made all of the right
decisions. My only complaint is that it ended when it did. I will be playing again soon. The writing is well thought out and the
choices you make have real consequences. I bought this on sale, but even at full price it would be worth picking up.

This is my first review of a game, and it may be my last. Don't hesitate to pick this up if you enjoy choose your own adventure
game play.. Very good game, old but good, worth buying during steam sale.
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